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This webpage uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our webpages. By continuing to search this website, you agree to our use of cookies. More information ›› / Free Management / Partition Community Edition New Community Edition Paragon Absolutely FREE for personal use and
community edition homes can be found to be completely free for non-commercial purposes only. For commercial use, see Paragon Hard Cakera Board. Arrange your hard cakera and get additional space in your existing partition Barrel partition size by scrolling the partition left and right or enter the exact
partition size you want. You can restore your volume and data if you accidentally extinguish the partition FORMAT HDD, SSD, USB, memory card, SD card or put out partition to make it available to re-use redistribute empty space using unrated areas and open space on adjacent volumes. Swap partition
labels or booster letters for enhanced data organizations Shrubs on the selected tile and correct them. Disk/Partition Conversions Convert a logical partition to primary and vice versa Convert HFS volumes to NTFS without reformatting Convert MBR disk to GPT and vice versa Supported Operating
Systems Supported Computer Bus Interfaces Parallel ATA (Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment) SATA (Serial Advanced Technology Attachment) External SATA (eSATA) All levels of SCSI, IDE and SATA RAID controllers SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) USB (Universal Serial Bus)
1.1.x/2.0/3.0 IEEE 1394 (FireWire) All types of RAIDs (hardware and software) PC or PCMCIA Card (Personal Computer Memory Card International Association) Supported Storage Storage Spaces Support AFD (Advanced Format Drive) Non-512B sector size drives SSD and HDD Any common optical
disk device Supported File Systems Backup Capsule (Only view) NTFS (v1.2, v3.0, v3.1) FAT32 Ext2 , 3, 4 ReiserFS (v. 1, 2. Just look. All other operations in the 1:1 mod) Linux Swap HPFS (Exposure only. All other operations in the 1:1 mod) Apple HFS+ B-tree FS (Btrfs) Phase FS (XFS) Tooling
Needs Intel Pentium CPU or its equivalent, with speed of processing hours 1 GB + Ram Internet Explorer 10 or higher Cakera Keras with 250 MB svga video customizer existing space and monitor the ports opened in firewall: entry and exit 80, 443 Recovery based on WinPE CD Version During Partition
Management Paragon Partition Management Community Edition 64bit Download Paragon Community Partition Manager Edition 32bit A Partition is a hard part separated from the rest. It allows you to divide hard cake into various parts of logic. Partition software is a tool that helps you to make basic
choices such as creating, promoting and erases the physical disk partition. Many such programs allow you to change the disk's latch labels for easy data identification. Here is a list of the top partition software selected with website features and links. This list contains open source software (free of charge).
1) Acronis Disk Director Akronis is a tool that allows you to optimize, protect, and manage your data and hard drive. This app helps you to create a hard disk partition without the risk of losing data. Features: It allows you to resize, divide, and combine volume. You can hide or uninsemble the volume.
Convert MBR disk (Master Boot Record) to GPT (Guid Partition Schedule). Recovers infected partitions from threats. Create and repair RAID-5 storage areas (data storage virtualization technology). Supports Windows operating systems. 2) Partition Paragon Manager Paragon Partition Manager is a tool
that allows you to transfer disks to a larger drive. It also allows you to manage hard drive partitions effectively. The app allows you to create, format, delete and hide partitions. It helps you restore accidentally deleted partitions. Features: Users can save your disk correctly. This tool allows users to clone
their OS to a USB flash drive and use it. Copy or restore files to a hard disk with various sector sizes. It allows users to perform hardening operations to make sure the disks are properly organized. This tool has a built-in wizard that restores various types of images. You can convert the HFS (Hierarchy
File System) volume to NTFS (NT File System). It allows you to expand the partition. This tool can be used to change partition labels to improve data organizations. Partition Paragon manager can check for errors and fix them. 3) EaseUS Partition MasterEaseUS Partition Master is a free partition tool. It
helps you perform operations such as creating, re-targeting and merging partitions. This tool allows you to clone smaller hard disk drives to larger hard drives. It also helps you clone HDD to SSD to improve performance. Features: This software product helps you to recover deleted data or backup your
system. You can restore files, systems, partitions, or disks. It allows you to clone MBR (Master Boot Record) disks to GPT (GUID Partition Table) disks or GPT disks to MBR discs from your small sized disk to large-sized disks. Clone one partition or multiple partitions instead of the entire disk to avoid
losing your data. It helps you to format or delete partitions. You can delete all available data on the disc. EaseUS Partition Master can check for errors for specific partitions and fix them. This tool allows you to change partition labels for managing data. 4) AOMEI Partition Assistant to enable you to move
your operating system to another driver without reinstalling it. The software helps you to upgrade your hard from the old disk to the new one. It allows you to securely bind your hard drive without losing your important data. Features: You can clone the data sector Sector. It supports the style of GPT
partition (GUID Partition Table) and MBR (Master Boot Record). HDD clones (Hard Drives) to HDD, HDD to SSD (Solid State Drives), or SSD to SSDs for disk upgrades and data transfers. Services are available for Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows, etc. It allows you to access files from your tablet,
mobile phone or laptop. You can convert a GPT disc to MBR. It can check hard drives for bad sectors. You can hide or unhide partitions. 5) Tenorshare Tenorshare Partition Manager is a free software that can change the nature and capabilities of partitions. The app allows you to change the label for
easy recognition. It supports USB drives, hard disks, etc. Features: You can switch from MBR to GPT and vice versa. Supports FAT, EXT, NTFS, HFS, etc. You can install this software on a PC that has a Windows operating system. This tool is compatible with SCSI (Small Computer System Interface),
IEEE, SATA (Serial ATA). You can create, erase, format, and separate free disk space. 6) NiUBI Partition Editor NIUBI Partition Editor is a software used to divide the hard drive into various sections. It supports Windows PCs and servers. This tool allows you to optimize disk space. You can easily use
this application to migrate from operating system to another system. Features: You can shrink, extend and combine disks. It helps you change partition labels. You can easily create and eliminate disk inserts. It has data security features such as hiding partitions, ear data, read-only settings, etc. 7)



Microsoft Microsoft Disk Management is a system utility in Windows that allows you to perform storage-related tasks. This tool is built on your PC. This tool supports the partition of the EFI system (Electronic Fuel Injection). It allows you to recover C: drive. Features: Microsoft Disk Management helps you
to update hard disk space. It helps you defragment your disks. Change or assign a new driver. You can shrink partitions. This app helps you set up new drivers. 8) GParted GParted is a free editor for managing disk partitions. You can use this software to recopy copy the copy or move parts of the disk
without losing data. The application can save data from a lost piece of disk. Features: You can manipulate file systems such as ufs, udf, xfs and more. It has a graphics editor to manage disk incisions efficiently. You can use this software on Linux, Mac OS X, or Windows. It helps you to create space for a
new operating system. It enable or disable partitions. Support SATA and SCSI hard disks (Small Computer System Interface). The device sectors included were 512, 1024, 4096, and 2048. Link: 9) Resizer Partition IM-Magic Resizer IM-Magic Partition Resizer is a free software to manage disk partitions
with secure technology. You can use this tool to take actions such as copying, transferring, transferring, resize, and more. This tool allows you to extend any disk partitions. Features: The hard drive can be managed only with a few clicks of the mouse. It can be used for Windows operating systems. You
can shrink or extend the data of any hard disk. It has a rollback power that guarantees your partitions and data when your PC is accidentally closed. Link: 10) DiskGenius DiskGenius is a professional design for making disk inserts. It helps you to recover your lost files. This app helps you manage
partitions effectively. You can delete the disc so it cannot be recovered. This app helps you protect your sensitive data. Features: You can create a Bootable Wi-Fi disc. It allows you to change the size of an existing disk. You can divide partitions into small parts. This tool helps you to copy and disc. It
allows you to divide any partition without any data loss. Link: 11) Macrorit Macrorit is a free program that helps you perform bais disk actions such as extending, creating, and formatting partitions. It allows you to cancel the operation before it is complete. You can use the features of this software without
installing it. Features: You can undo, redo, or perform operations with a few mouse clicks. It can eliminate free or unrecalted space. Convert the main partition to logic. Resize fat32 partitions to 2TB. You can format a large FAT32 drive. Macroritis Supports discs larger than 2TB. Link: 12) R-Drive Image R-
Drive is a software that provides the creation of disk image files for both the mixing and backup process. It contains accurate copies of hard drives, logical disks, and partitions. Features: It provides support for MBR and GPT. You can save the required drive image files in removable media such as Iomega
Zip, Jazz disk, CD-R(W)/DVD, etc. It creates images without restarting your window system. These tools can recover images to their new disks, original disks, free hard disk space, or partitions. It can connect its image files as a read-only virtual drive. This tool has a multilingual user interface. It can be
used on Linux and Windows operating systems. Links: 13) Active@ Partition Active@ a Partition Manager is a free program that allows you to manage logical drives, storage devices, and partitions. This program helps you to create, delete, format, and name partitions by closing the system. Features: You
can launch any image as a virtual drive. this provides image compression. A copy of the disk partition or hard disk contains only the sector occupied. It offers images and recovers fixed hard drives, and solid state drives, and removable disks. You can confirm the image after creating it. This application
allows you to delete partitions or logical drives. It allows you to convert GPT to MBR and to GPT. This tool supports Windows operating systems. You can create and open disk images. Recovers data from damaged RAID. Link: 14) KDE Partition Manager Is a software that helps you manage disk
partitions. This tool supports a large number of files, including ReiserFS, NTFS, FAT32, and more. Features: You can safely erase or re-target hard disk inserts without any hassle. It allows you to copy or move and restore partitions. You can download this app to securely back up and restore data.
Supports a large number of file systems. Hard disk data can be managed safely. Link: WHAT are some of the ❓ Are Partitions? Partitions are parts of the hard drive separated from other parts. It allows you to divide the hard drive into various logical parts. ⚡ What are the benefits of disk hardening? Some
disk hardening benefits are: You can run more than one operating system on your computer system. Separating your precious files can lead to reducing the risk of corruption. You can assign certain applications, spaces, and system data for specific uses. Store frequently accessible data and use programs
to improve performance. You can back up your data by creating a partition clone. If the ground ransomware is on your disk partition, there will be fewer opportunities to find personal data on other partitions. ✔️ Describe partition software and features generally SoftwarePartition is a tool that helps you to do
basic options such as creating, re-targeting, and deleting physical disk partitions. Many such programs allow you to change disk lip labels for efficient data management. The general features of partition software are: It also allows you to manage hard drive partitions effectively. Apps allow you to create,
format, delete, and hide partitions. It helps you restore accidentally deleted partitions. 2Sites For Free Online Education helps you learn courses in a comfortable place. These website courses are offered by leading universities. You can learn specific subjects without much investment. This website offers
a lot of audio, video, articles, and e-books to improve your knowledge. The platform allows you to learn the best free online courses. 1) Coursera Coursera is a free learning site offering MOOCs courses from well-known universities. All Coursera courses contain pre-recorded video lectures that you can
watch when it's easy for you. Coursera has a program along with that allows you to obtain a master's degree or specialization. You can explore various college courses without hassle. This website offers free programs from accredited institutions. The courses available on the platform are designed by
leading universities. 2) Udemy Udemy is an online platform helps you create courses for categories such as business, design, marketing, etc. You can develop new skills and achieve their goals by learning from a multi-course library. Subjects found in Udemy are taught by expert instructions. Course
guidelines are visible on all internet-connected devices. You do not need any preconditions to take any courses. 3) Edx Edx is one of the best free online course providers. It offers university-level courses in various disciplines. You can browse various subjects such as Computer Science, language, data
science, engineering, and more. This website contains a sequence of weekly subjects. It includes short videos with learning exercises. The platform provides video tutorials, which are similar to discussion groups on campuses and textbooks. It has an online discussion forum where students can post
questions to teaching assistants. It offers certification complications. 4) Udacity Udacity's online teaching platform helps you create courses on various categories such as development, business, design, marketing, etc. The courses available in Udacity are taught by expert instructors. Students can also
develop new skills and achieve their goals by learning from multi-course libraries. Udacity offers quality courses. It helps you to prepare for an interview. This website provides mentoring assistance. 5) Learning LinkedIn Learning LinkedIn is a website that offers video courses taught by experts. You can
use the site to access up to 15,000 courses in more than seven languages available for free and with subscriptions. LinkedIn's free course gives you the opportunity to learn from industry experts without spending some time. This LinkedIn training course is suitable for beginners, middle students, and
experts. LinkedIn Learning Courses with certificates can be found in various categories such as business, personal development, entrepreneurship, design &amp; online course technology. 6) Khan Academy Khan Academy is a study website. It offers deep subjects. This website is useful to match your
learning goals. You choose this website to personalize your learning experience. This free platform can be used for students and teachers. It includes a lot of learning exercises. The source of this website is available online as well as applications. Khan Academy content is available in English, French,
German, Italian, Japanese, and more. It offers built-in video lectures hosted on YouTube. Link: 7) MIT OpenCourseWare MIT OpenCourseWare is the page learning that offers a variety of courses. It provides high-quality teaching and learning materials that are available in an easily accessible format.
This website offers free lecture notes, videos and exams. The platform is accessible by logging in. You can find departments and topics. MIT OpenCourseWare is accessible without any registration. Videos can be viewed online as well as offline. Such clips are accessible from Youtube and iTune. Link: 8)
Open cultural open culture is the best educational website that offers free online classes for fun. You can choose this website to learn philosophy and literature, history, biology, and physics. The subject material of this website is available in audio, video, and ebooks. It contains more than 800 ebooks, 200
e-books, and 300+ language lessons. Link: 9) Connections Academy Connections Academy is the best online course website that helps students learn from home. The platform course is designed for primary, secondary school, and secondary school. Connections Academy provides a personal
performance learning experience that helps teachers improve their skills. This place allows you to easily meet teachers and classmates in virtual classrooms. Link: Earth Academic Earth Academic is a top online learning site that offers many courses from various schools. In this site, you can explore many
topics. It allows you to find course guidelines according to specific subjects. The subject of Academic Earth is a design in a way that suits your personal and professional needs. The platform has a wide range of courses related to computers and IT, business, education, and health. These courses can be
learned for free. Link: 11) Alison Alison is a free online learning site that provides that offers certification to complete the course. The subjects offered by the site are business, technology, health, and more. Alison helps you to learn, learn, and cerice through online training. It provides various courses
related to specific languages such as English, Spanish, German, French, and Arabic. The site allows you to choose three types of course certificate courses, diploma courses, and learning pathways (creating your own learning experience). You can also learn your favorite subjects from the Alison mobile
app. Link: 12) iTunes U Free Courses iTunes U Free Courses is the place for free online education. It integrates with any apple or iPod smartphone. Users can find learning materials in a variety of ways, including categories and topics. This website course contains content and videos. It has various
subjects such as arts and humanities, childhood and youth, education, language, and Again. This site allows you to apply for a job that you are interested in. Link: 13) Stanford Online Stanford Online is a study website that provides learning opportunities through a free online degree, online courses, e-
learning, and more. You can learn a variety of subjects computer science, AI, health and medicine, art, and data science. The platform offers certification after completing the program. You can enroll in courses to learn new skills, get jobs, and to create a new future. It features a collection of free e-books,
webinars, videos, etc. Link: 14) Harvard Extension Harvard Extension is the best online learning site that provides free online education courses from Harvard University. It allows students to find courses with professional certificates. Harvard Extension offers a wide range of subject areas such as arts
and design, business, data science, health, and more. It allows you to search for multiple subjects using the start date and duration. This place course has three levels of introductory, intermediate, and advanced difficulties. Link: 15) Open Yale Courses Open Yale Courses is the best online learning site
website that offers free and open access to introductory courses taught by teachers and scholars. Lectures available on this website are recorded in Yale College classroom. This website offers learning via audio, text transcripts, and video media formats. You can access these materials without any
registration. Open Yale Courses provides courses such as chemistry, economics, history, arts, English, and philosophy. It includes exams, recommended readings, and troubleshooting. Link: 16) UC San Diego Podcast Lecture UC San Diego Podcast Lecture is an educational technology service. It offers
free audio recordings of lectures that can be downloaded to a PC or music player. You can listen to the lectures found in the UC San Diego Podcast Lecture simply by selecting a specific class. It has features such as recent podcasts, lecture progress, and modify playback speed. This website allows you
to play video lectures without any effort. You don't need any plactivity to view lectures. Link: 17) Code is a source of learning. It helps students enroll in biological, algebra, and chemical-related courses. This website provides jobs. It provides classes with weekly challenges. This website is available in two
Spanish and English. Code.org one-hour tutorials specially designed for all ages in more than 45 languages. Link: 18) People's University of The People's University is an educational service provider. It offers a variety of degree programs, including business administration, health, and computer science.
This place provides students with a skill set important to thrive in taking an academic degree. Universiti Rakyat does not charge anyone to enroll in any course. It allows you to access all books and other course materials without any hassle. Students who are and students can both apply on the site. Link:
19) Oxford University Podcasts University of Oxford Podcasts place where you can find public lectures, interviews, teaching materials, and more. Content on this is added on a regular basis. You can use lectures and a series of talks in document, audio and video formats. The website has over 633 series.
The curriculum is available for biology, philosophy, depression, etc. You can see your courses interested in categories such as the social sciences section, mathematical sciences, physical and life, the medical sciences section, and more. Link: 20) TED-Ed TED-Ed is a platform that provides free online
courses for adults. This website material can be used by people of all age groups. TED-ED educators can customize lessons. Teachers can share lessons with students online and track the results. It offers programs that help you to talk and share their ideas. This website is easy to browse TED-Ed
animations and TED talks based on specific subject areas. Link: 21) Memrise Memrise is an educational website for adults offering personalized learning experiences. This website is accessible in various languages, including English, Arabic, American, and Dutch. This place has categories such as art,
literature, math, science, history, and more. Memrise is accessible from iOS and Android devices. This website includes challenges that enhance your learning experience. You can easily check in to the site to access courses and materials. Link: 22) LessonPaths LessonPaths is a website that provides
the best free online classes. This site has a series of lessons online. Teachers can add text, file videos to create learning documents. It allows you to share knowledge with others. LessonPaths includes various categories such as health, food, drugs, finance, law, etc. It can be used for learning guides for
specific topics. This place offers a linear resource stream. Link: 23) CodeHS CodeHS is a comprehensive learning platform that helps students learn computer science. It offers teacher tools and resources, a web-based curriculum, and professional development. This website provides a lesson plan where
you can access various resources to learn the subject. It allows you to choose various activities made by experienced teachers. CodeHS offers progress detection facilities for teachers. It provides offline and diverse notes Interesting. Link: 24) Gym Aquent Aquent is an educational site that offers free and
courses for digital and creative professionals. These website courses are designed in a way that gives you the knowledge used for any project or job. This website helps you your skills and meet the current market demands. It can also help you to increase your talent and fill in the gaps where you lack.
Links: 25) Apple Developer Site Developer site is a website for application programming interfaces, software development tools, and technical materials. This online platform has the resources to help developers develop software for iOS, macOS, iPadOS, and more. This place has API references, sample
codes, and various articles to build software. Users can join the developer program to access these resources. It has a forum to discuss development-related topics. Link: 26) Canvas Network Canvas Network is an online education site that offers a wide range of courses from leading universities. The
entry on the site is open for all students worldwide. The learning management system provided by this platform makes teaching and learning easier. Canvas has helped faculty and students to succeed in a modern learning environment. It has a simple registration process. You can also get certification for
entries. You can access the material available on the site once the course starts. Link: 27) Open UW Open UW is an educational site. It offers all master's level courses open for employee development or training. This website offers undergraduate programs such as beach and marine management, and
marine innovation. It also provides long-distance learning education that can learn to use remote technology or from the internet. Open UW has an online library that contains e-journals, encyclopedias, e-book collections, and more. Students can access these materials without any hassle. Link: 28) Open
Learning Initiatives Open Learning Initiatives are organizations that offer innovative online courses to people who love teaching or learning. This website has high-quality courses that help you improve learning. The Open Learning Initiative website allows you to teach remotely easily. The courses provided
by this website are computer science, programming, arts, mathematics, and life sciences. OLI has many college-level courses that allow that can improve your learning experience. You can edit the course of this website or develop your own. Link: 29) Open Edu Open Edu is a website for learning from
Open University. The platform provides access to a variety of course materials and expert opinions. This learning platform offers publications free high-quality educational materials. It includes many subjects such as money and business, education, development, and sports. This website helps you
explore new topics and improve anyone's personal knowledge. It has more than 900 short courses, articles, quizzes, videos, and audio. Link: Link: Question ⚡ What are the advantages of online learning? The advantages of online learning are: You can learn the subject comfortably. It gives a good
impression on the resume. You can complete the target at any time. Online courses are cheaper than traditional class training. ✔️ What common material does an online education site offer? Common material offered by online education sites is e-books, lectures in audio and video clips, e-journals,
encyclopedias, e-books, and more. ❓ Why should you choose an online certification course? You have to go for an online certification course to get qualifications that can make you more valuable at work. It also helps you to tell your skills to employers. This certificate is an investment in building your
career.  Do I get a Printable certificate? Yes, you will get a printable certificate in many courses. In fact, some course providers will send a copy of the printed certificate to your desired address. Address.
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